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Abstract. This paper presents an energy management system (EMS) based on fuzzy logic control (FLC)
strategy combined with power filtering. This strategy is developed for an Electric Vehicle (EV) hybrid
energy storage systems (HESS). The proposed control and energy management strategy (EMS) aims to
ensure an efficient power split guaranteeing that battery and supercapacitors (SC) provide the continuous
and transient- power, respectively, adopting a pure electric vehicle fully-active parallel topology. In order
to develop the studied system model, the Energetic Macroscopic Representation (EMR) approach is adopted.
Considering SC’s control criterion, and battery root mean square RMS current reducing, an evaluation of
the proposed EMS and developed model was conducted using MATLAB/SIMULINK simulation under
New European Driving Cycle (NEDC) and compared to the classical only battery storage configuration.

1 Introduction
The industrial revolution of the 19th and 20th centuries
was marked by a radical change in transportation. The
20th century, in particularly, was dominated by
significant development of the automotive industry, a
means of transport that is almost entirely based on the
use of fuel. As a consequence, transport generates the
second largest share of greenhouse gas emissions in the
world, after energy and electricity production during
2016. Three-quarters of transport emissions are caused
by trucks, buses and cars according to the IEA [1].
The EV is generally considered the most effective
solution
for
environment-related
problems.
Nevertheless, this environmentally-friendly vehicle
faces several important problems, including autonomy,
size, battery cost and limited battery lifetime [2].
However, in the recent years, scientists have developed
some solutions to face these challenges, such as the use
of SCs and the design of an efficient EMS in order to
restrain the factors affecting the battery performances
[3-5].
The energy management strategy, also called EMS,
defines the power flow distribution among the various
components of the HESS. This process is generally
based on predefined optimisation criteria, to assure an
efficient power split between battery and SCs, and make
the most of the complementarity among the HESS's
sources. Battery degradation minimization, extending
battery lifetime and improving vehicle range are the
main criteria to satisfy.
The literature review [5-6] shows three approaches
to develop an efficient EMS [6-8]: the Rule-based (RB)

control strategy includes fuzzy-logic and deterministic
EMS. It’s based on expertise or knowledge of the system
components characteristics, using predefined rules. The
RB control strategy doesn’t require previous knowledge
of the trip, which explain the advantage of simple
control implementation. EMS based on deterministic
optimisation methods, aims the minimisation (or
maximisation) of a performance criteria. Finally, EMS
based on stochastic optimisation methods, such as
machine learning, which provides the capacity to learn,
in order to reach an objective.
Researchers in [9] used a fuzzy logic approach to
control an EV's HESS based on a semi-active topology.
The objective of the developed EMS is the battery
lifetime optimisation, using a semi-empirical model,
taking into consideration the ambient temperature
influence. A recent work in [10], aims to integrate SCs
in a fully battery-powered, three wheeled vehicles. The
proposed hybridisation is based on an active parallel
topology. The FLC control is implemented in this
configuration in order to design an upgraded version of
the existing vehicle and reduce the battery load. The
work of [11] proposes an EMS, based on a FLC
controller, taking into consideration the battery
degradation. This strategy aims to improve the battery
lifetime, based on its degradation model, and related to
battery's State of Charge (SoC) variations induced by
charge/discharge cycles.
This work aims the energy optimisation of a HESS,
combining a lithium ion battery and SCs, for an EV. The
complementarity between the HESS energy sources
enhances the system performances. This study focuses
on the implementation of advanced control and energy
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management techniques, such as FLC combined with
power filtering.
The paper is structured as follows. Section II
describes the proposed EV model and control. Section
III presents the developed FLC strategy. Section IV
presents the simulation results and discussion of
evaluation and performances of the proposed strategy.
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distribution in urban areas. This vehicle is powered by a
HESS equipped with a Li-ion battery (Table 1) and SCs
(Table 2) [12], that provides an urban autonomy of 150
km and a maximum speed of 100 km/h.
Table 1. Characteristics of the battery sources
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Battery
Li-Ion (3.7V)

Symbol

Value

Unit

SoC Limits

SoCbatt

[30, 100]

%

Energy
density

ρbatt

160

Wh/kg

total mass

Mbatt

153

Kg

energy

Ebatt

654

Ah

Table 2. Characteristics of the SC’s sources (GTCAP
GTSPP-2R7-508UT)
SC (2.7V)

Symbol

Value

Unit

Capacitance

Csc

5000

F

ESR

Rsc

0.21

mΩ

SoC Limits

SoCsc

[50, 100]

%

This study focuses on the modelling, control and
command of EV's HESS. Thus, the powertrain is
considered as an equivalent sub-system (Figure 1), using
a controlled current reference input.
2.1 HESS modelling
Batteries, SCs and energy converters Models, are an
essential tool for the HESS-powered systems design
(Figure 1). They are used for the energy sources
characterisation, such as the state of charge (SoC)
estimation of both sources, and the state of health (SoH),
especially for battery, considering its role as the main
source and its considerable cost.
Battery model: The battery pack is used as a
primary source, with high energy density. The dynamic
battery model is simplified and considered as a large
capacitor with a very high capacity 30000 F and an
internal resistance rbat. Qbat is the nominal capacity, t0
represents the initial time, and the battery SoC is
calculated using ampere-hour integration [13].
SC model: The SC-pack represents the secondary
power source. The considered SC's model in the studied
system, is based on a series circuit RESR-C, where RESR
represents the equivalent series resistance [14], and C
the equivalent SC's capacitance.

2 Modelling and control of the HESS
The studied EV, is a full-electric 4x2 SUT (sport utility
truck), of 2800kg (Figure 1), used for the goods
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Fig. 1. EV system and mathematical models of the components of HESS

The SoCsc is calculated using the ratio of SCs
voltage Usc, applied across SC, and the initial voltage
Usc_init. Moreover, the nominal half-voltage is defined as
the low limit voltage [15-16].
Smoothing inductor model: The inductor is a
passive component that stores electrical energy in the
form of an electromagnetic energy, when electric
current flows through it. It is modelled as a series R-L
circuit. To simplify the model, smoothing magnetic
saturation isn't considered, the inductance current is
considered as a state variable.
DC-DC converter model: In the proposed
configuration, battery and SCs are equipped with two
converters to interface with the DC bus. The used DCDC converters are bidirectional choppers. The
converters models are shown in Figure 2. In this case,
the average model is considered [17], which takes into
consideration the efficiencies of the DC-DC converters:
ηch_bat, ηch_sc, with modulation ratios αbat, αsc.
DC capacitor model: The DC bus capacitor is a key
element for the voltage source inverter (VSI) that
controls the traction machine. It provides power
decoupling between the DC and AC sources. The
capacitor stores and releases energy. It provides an
instantaneous power alternation capability between the
DC-DC converter and the inverter, allowing the system
to support the HESS's power variation. The UDC voltage
is considered as a state variable to control in the studied
system.
Traction subsystem model: The traction subsystem
is represented by an equivalent power Ptrac, controlled by
DC current. Ptrac takes into consideration the efficiency
of the energy conversion chain, i.e. mechanical

transmission, electric machine and VSI. The power
profile is deduced from NEDC speed and resultant force
(1) of vehicle applied forces (2) (3) (4) (5).
𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 + 𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 + 𝐹𝐹𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 + 𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚(α)
𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
𝐹𝐹𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

=

1
2

𝜌𝜌 𝐴𝐴𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝐶𝐶𝑋𝑋 (

2.2 HESS control

(1)

(2)
(3)

2
2
vev
+v𝑤𝑤
)

(4)

The EMR is a graphical tool providing a complex
system representation (electrical, mechanical, thermal,
chemical, fluidic, etc.). It is an efficient approach to
describe complex electromechanical systems. The EMR
uses graphical blocks to describe subsystems behaviours
such as the source, storage, multi/mono-physical
converter and coupling element (orange blocks). EMR
is based on the action and reaction principle, used to
organise the interactions of different subsystems,
according to their physical causality (integral causality)
[18]. Furthermore, the system Maximum Command
Structure (MCS), highlights the control layer, it can be
systematically deduced using inversion rules of system
model's EMR.
Thus, control level is simply deduced by inverting
the EMR level of system model [19, 20] (Figure 2). The
control level ensures that the controlled variables (UDC,
ihess, ibat, isc) follow their reference values defined by
EMS. The Maximum Control Structure (MCS) is
constructed considering all measurable parameters.
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Fig. 2. EMR and MCS of the studied system

the drive train power requirement. The implementation
of these operations must take into account the real-time
sources performances, in particular the SC's SoC, which
should be maintained in an optimal range to keep their
energy performance.

The various elements of the control layer are
represented by parallelograms in light blue, which are
constructed according to the inversion rules [21]:
- The choppers (conversion elements) are directly
inverted, deduced by a direct mathematical models
inversion;
- The DC-bus capacitor and inductors (storage
elements) are inverted indirectly using PID controllers,
output measurements and a possible disturbance
measurement;
- The SC and battery currents node (coupling
element) is inverted using a distribution or weighting
criterion.

3 Proposed
Strategy

Fuzzy

Logic

Control

The main objective of the developed EMS, illustrated in
Figure 3, is to ensure continuously the requested power
along a mission profile, reducing the battery degradation
as much as possible. Thus, to achieve these objectives,
EMS should efficiently define the energy flows between
both sources (batteries, SC). This can be accomplished
by defining an appropriate battery current reference
(ibatt_ref), which limits its stress by controlling the
progressive contribution of each source, and the DC bus
voltage reference, which should be kept stable to satisfy

Fig. 3. EMS Strategy

The studied EV is considered more suitable for the
goods distribution in urban areas. This road trip requires
many stops and starts cycles. Thus, this driving cycle
offers a large quantity of recoverable energy during
braking, and a high power requirement during
acceleration. Moreover, power limitation and battery's
charge/discharge (SoCbat) cycle’s reduction are taken
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into consideration in the developed EMS. These factors
reduce the battery performances. In addition, the use of
SCs in combination with battery packs, enables
absorption of power peaks. This makes SCs a great asset
in electric propulsion, to satisfy relatively high transient
power demands, e.g. for braking energy recovery and
fast acceleration.
Indeed, the developed EMS should ensure:
- The recovered energy generated by braking system
(when: Pdem/Plim < 0), should be taken by SCs,
particularly the power peaks.
- The handling of constant power requirement should
be taken by battery;
- High power response during acceleration phase
should be taken by the SCs (when: SoCsc∈ [50%, 100%]
and Pdem < Plim).
Thus, the proposed EMS uses a FLC-controller, the
structure of the strategy is illustrated in Figure 4. This
controller supports two inputs (SOC sc, Pdem/Plim), and
one output kcont which defines the contribution of each
energy source.
- Fuzzification
This operation is based on a numerical data
transformation to a linguistic variable. Hence,
membership functions have been defined for the fuzzy
system, four functions for the power ratio (LOW,
NORMAL, HIGH, VERY-HIGH), five for the SOCuc
(UNDER-ZERO2,
UNDER-ZERO1,
ZERO,
NORMAL, HIGH), and five for the output represented
by kcont (BEYOND-SYSTEM, ALONE, HALF, KEEP,
HIGH).
The membership function is used to define the
degree of membership of numerical data to various
linguistic variables.

fuzzy inference machine is defined by the IF-THEN
rules, relating the inputs to the output.
Table 3. Rule-base of Fuzzy Logic Controller
SOCsc

LOW

NORMAL

HIGH

VERY
HIGH

UNDERZERO2

BEYOND
SYSTEM

BEYOND
SYSTEM

BEYOND
SYSTEM

BEYOND
SYSTEM

UNDERZERO1

BEYOND
SYSTEM

ALONE

ALONE

ALONE

ZERO

HIGH

HIGH

HALF

ALONE

NORMAL

HIGH

KEEP

ALONE

ALONE

HIGH

KEEP

HALF

ALONE

ALONE

PRatio

- Defuzzification
This phase consists of linguistic variables conversion, of
the output to numerical values, which define the
contribution of each energy sources shown in Figure 5.
This operation ensures a stable DC-bus voltage, which
supplies the powertrain.

Fig. 5. Output SCs contribution.

The developed EMS uses a filter for the battery
current reference (Figure 3). The purpose of using a
filter is to divide the power requirement into a low
frequency component for battery current reference, and
a high frequency component for SCs current reference.

4 SIMULATION RESULTS
The simulation model has been constructed in
MATLAB/SIMULINK environment and tested under
NEDC driving cycle. The initial SoCsc and SoCbat is
95%.
The first criterion to the developed EMS
performances evaluation, is the control of the SoCsc
respecting the interval that guarantees its energy
efficiency, and its role as a perfect energy buffer. Thus,
as is shown in Figure 6, the value of SoCsc in the initial
state SoCsc (t0) is equal to SoCsc in the final state
SoCsc(tf) =95%. The variation's range of this parameter
respects the limits defined in the strategy: SoCsc∈ [75%,
100%] still greater than 50%.

Fig. 4. Developed membership functions

- Inference
The fuzzy rules are based on the Mamdani-inference
mechanism. Thus, with exact and detailed knowledge of
the EV's behavior and sources that make up the HESS,
the different heuristic rules are expressed in fuzzy
domains (Table 3). After the input fuzzification phase, a
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Fig. 6. Simulation results of the EV Hybrid ESS for NEDC

The EMS second evaluation criterion, consists in the
respect of the requirements fixed in the inference rules.
The global behaviour of the system shows that the SoCsc
is restored to its initial SoC, without compromising the
execution of the considered cycle, and keeping the DCbus voltage constant VDC = 160V, without exceeding the
imposed battery power limit (Plim = 72kW).
Indeed, according to Figure 7, all the rules were
respected during the simulation using the NEDC cycle:
- During braking: SCs recover the energy generated
during braking: t ∈ [22, 27]s, t ∈ [84, 95]s, t ∈ [154,
162]s and t ∈ [175, 200]s, which is relatively significant
due to the kinetic energy of the vehicle, enabling the
energy efficiency of the HESS to be improved.
- During constant and quasi-constant speed: the battery
supports the constant power demand that has very low
impact on its performances: t ∈ [14, 22]s, t ∈ [60, 84]s,
t ∈ [142, 154]s and t ∈ [162, 175]s.
- During acceleration: the application of hybridization
design on this type of vehicle, via the integration of a
source characterized by fast dynamics, made it possible
to satisfy the high power requirements in a short period
of time, an operation that the EMS ensured via the use
of the SCs: t ∈ [10, 14]s, t ∈ [50, 60]s and t ∈ [117,
142]s.
- Reduction of severe battery charging/discharging
cycles: according to Figure 6, the frequency of battery
cycling is reduced by the SCs integration that supports
the transient phases of the driving cycle.
Figure 8 shows the battery supplied currents
calculated for the three control strategies, i.e. combined
FLC-filtering based control, filtering based control, and
conventional battery only control.
Thus, the Combined FLC-Filtering based control is
the most efficient strategy for NEDC cycle. The RMS

value of the battery current is reduced by 7%, more than
the value obtained using filtering alone, which is around
5.3%.
As shown in Figure 8, the battery current is
relatively smooth. The proposed strategy limits the
current peaks, which are harmful for the battery lifetime,
during low speeds (Vve<100km/h). However, current
peaks appear during high speeds (Vev>100km/h), which
justifies the limited performance in the vehicle
specifications (Vev_max = 100km/h).

5 Conclusion
The objective of this work is to have a better use of
the HESS supplying a P-EV. In this context, the adopted
approach aims to optimise the real-time energy
management of electrical sources: battery and SC. This
EMS takes into account the electrical factors that
influence the battery performance.
A comparative study of the advantages of the
proposed configuration and control, was conducted
using simulation under the NEDC driving cycle, this
study has evaluated the performance of the proposed
system by comparing its performances with the
conventional configuration based on a battery alone.
The simulation results show that the proposed solution
effectively provides SC control and limits battery
degradation, reducing battery RMS value and current
peaks.
Future work will focus on the development of an
FLC-EMS based on a battery degradation model, using
the chemical and thermal dynamics of the battery.
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Fig. 7. Simulation results of the EV Hybrid ESS for ECE Cycle (NEDC t ∈ [0, 200]s).

Fig. 8. Battery current comparison between the EMSs and the battery only architecture

APPENDIX:Pictograms of Energetic Macroscopic Representation (EMR)
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